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Answer Key of Page 110 

1. King is masculine, so one would expect the king himself or the queen herself. 

2.  1-g  2-f 3-d 4-c 5-b 6-a 7-e 

3. Hatshepsut fulfilled the roles like (wife, mother, regent, politician and cult leader). 

4. Choose the correct option. 

1-b 2-c 3-a  4- a  5- b  6-b 

5. Student's own answer 

7.   1-c   2-d  3-f  4-e  5-a  6-b 

8. 1. longed for 2. long after/ in the long turn  3. As long as 

4. and before long  5. at long last 6. long after 
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Vocab List Unit 9 Pages 110/ 111  

#  Vocabulary    Example    Definition   Synonym  
       Reading Passage(s) Vocabulary     

1-  Archaeologist (n.)   There were several   A scientist who studies       
          

buildings, graves, tools 
      

       archaeologists studying         
       the site where the   and objects of people who       
       tombs were found.   lived in the past       

2-  Mummy (n.)   The archaeologists have  A preserved dead body      
       found three Pharaonic            
       mummies.            
                    

3-  Coffin (n.)   They put the dead   A box in which a dead   = a  
         

body is placed to be 
  

sarcophagus; 
 

      bodies in coffins six feet      
      under.   buried   a casket  

4-  Inscribe (v.)   The wall was inscribed  Write words in a book or   = carve 
      with the names of the  carve them on an object     
      dead soldiers of the          
      war.          

5-  Cult (n.)   Their son ran away from   A religious group often   =a religious  
         

living together and whose 
  

group 
 

      home and joined a      
      religious cult.   beliefs are considered     
         extreme or strange by     
         many people     

6-  Dynasty (n.)   The Mogul dynasty  A series of rulers or   = a royal family 
      ruled over India for  leaders who are all from     
      centuries.  the same family or a     
         period when a country is     
         ruled by them     

7-  Commission (v.)   The newspaper   To order and pay for   = assign  
         

something to be made 
    

      commissioned Roger       
      Grey to write a series of           
      articles on Brexit.           

8-  Divine (adj.)   The Ayatollah described  Related to god   = heavenly; 
      the earthquake in Iran        godly 
      as a divine test.          

9-  Heir (n.)   The heir to the throne   A person who will legally   = successor;  
     

      was a minor whose   receive money, property   inheritor  
      mother controlled the   or a title from another     

      kingdom until he is 18.   person when that person     
         dies     

10-  Regent (n.)   He was formally  A person who rules a   = a custodian 
      appointed regent of the  country only for a limited     
      royal family since the  period because the king or     
      King was only 16 years.  queen is absent or too     
         young or too ill, etc.     
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11-  imposingly (adv.)  



She is depicted as a male 
standing imposingly.  

In a way which dominates 
and looks powerful    

               
               

12-  

Convention (n.) 

 



We should teach our kid 
to respect the 
convention of their 
society.   

A traditional way of 
behaving 

  

 
     

             

13-  Shrine (n.)  

They have turned the 
room into a shrine for 
the dead king. T

A holy place in memory of 
a religious person    

            
            

14-  

To learn the 
ropes    

The young prince learnt 
the ropes of ruling a 
kingdom.  

To learn how to do 
something new.    

            
             

 

  
 
    Word Focus (Phrases with Long)     

15-  At long last   I finished my essay at long   After much waiting  = finally 
      last.         

16-  As long as   You wouldn’t get   Something must   = Provided that  
         

happen before 
     

      promoted as long as you        
      keep coming late.   something else can      
           happen      

17-  Long for   The deaf child’s been   To desire very much  = look forward 
      longing for hearing his       to; miss (sth.) 
      mum’s voice.       much 

18- Long after  He came long after I had   Much, much later  = after a while 
          

    expected him. He was too      
    late.      

19- Before long  They’ll be home before   Soon  = in no time 
    very long.      

20- In the long term  Taking no decision now   Over a long period of  = in the long run 
       

time 
  

    will cost us a lot in the     

    

long term. 
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1 - Complete the following sentences with the words between brackets:  
[regent – heir – dynasty – commissioned – as long as- cults – mummies – archaeologist 
– divine - inscribed] 

1. The ________________ to the throne abdicated to get married to one of the common people 
in a rare royal incident.  
2. The archaeologists have found a group of ________________ along with their gold and clay 
belongings in a hidden tomb.  
3. The Clergy during the Medieval Ages claimed to have ______________ powers bestowed on 
them from God.  
4. The Duke was appointed a ________________ , for the queen was too young to take power.  
5. The King started a powerful ________________ that ruled for over three centuries.  
6. In all religions, there are _________________ whose beliefs and rituals differ from the main 
teachings of the original religion.  
7. The prisoner ________________ his initials with his nails on the wall of his cold cell.  
8. __________________ are interested in knowing about past historical events and unravel their 
mysteries.  
9. The soldier was _________________ to guard the spot on the hill from enemy attacks. 
10. The project will go on _________________ there is enough funding from the state. 

Answer Key  

1. heir  2. mummies  3. divine  4. regent  5.  dynasty 

6. cults  7. inscribed  8. Archaeologists 9. commissioned    10. as long as 


